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PROBLEMS AND METHODS INVOLVED IN COORDINATING RESEARCH 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITY IN LAND-USE PLANNING 1/ 

  

  

iby 

O.L,. Alsberg 
Food Research Institute 

Stanford . University 

The subject essigned to me is not a problem of land- 

Use planning alone. If one were to substitute for the words "land-use 

Planning" the words "industrial investigations" or the phrase 
"engineering sroblens,' my subject would cause no astonishment if 

it were found on the program of the Institute of Chemical Engineers 

Cron that of one of our national engineering societies. In short, 

the problens involved in coordinating research and administrative 

8ctivities are very similar in any field of applied science, be 
it land-use planninc, bridge building, or the development of a 

Rew chemical manufacturing process, Even in chemical industry 

Problems of economics, notably of costs and of marketing, must be 

Solved, while from bridge-building there often result social pro- 

bles such as shifts in population and redistribution of industry. 

ence what I propose to present to you today must cf necessity be 

f€neral in churacter, There is no distinct and specific method 

for coordinating research and administrative activities in land- 

Use planning, 

There are many ways in which one might classify research, 
One might divide it into two categories, pure'’and applied, or one 

Might classify it according to subject matter, for example as social 

4nd natural science research, or one might use methodology as the 
Classifying principle; for instance, one might distinguish between 
“Xperimental and descriptive reasearch, For my present purposes, I - 

Shall use none of these. I propose to divido rosearch problems 
Into twe categories: those requiring new and orizinal ideas for | 

their solution and those that can be solved by well-known methods 

Cf investigation and by existing techniques, I realize, of course, 

hat it is quite impcssible to draw hard and fast lines between 
€se two categories. Opinions will inevitably differ regarding 

the definition of the phrase "new and original,” For exemple, 

1S a novel combination of well-known ideas or techniques to be re- 
88rded as "novel and originel"? For my present purposes I would 
hot so regard it. If we take this position, I believe that most 
Cf us would have little difficulty in assigning any given problem 

° one or the other of our categories. 

Proszress in applied science often waits upon the develop- 

"ent of new and novel ideas, For example, wireless communication \ 
"Qs impossible until Herz discovered his waves, certain problems of 
Metallurgy could net be solved prior to the discovery of the X-rey 
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&nd the use of these rays solved the problem of diagnosing certain 

ethological conditions. The solution of problems requiring the 
*Pplicetion of new ideas cannot be organized, It's very much as 

CUch one were to try to organize the writing of greet lyric 

oetry or the commosing of great symphonies, or the creation of 

feat works of art, One cannot have great poems written to order; 

Ne cannot contract for the delivery of the score of a ereet opera, 

Che Cannot have 2 great Statue made to specifications, If one is 

“ise, one selects a poet, a composer, or @ sculptor who has elready 

Cne great work and one gives him a cormission in the most general 

€ms, for if one ties him dow to specifications and does not 

Permit the free pley of his creative powers, even & genius is likely 

° do merely hack work, 

The organization for the solution of a problem requiring 

"ey ideas comes down then, simply, to the finding of a man who has 

Wlready demonstrated that he is capable of original thinking, to 
interesting him in the problem and to creating favorable working 

Conditions for. him, It is less important that ho be familiar with 

and"utilization problems than that he be endowed with an original 

Mind, If he has such & mind, he will soon get the necessery point 

°f view and technique. The life of Pasteur is everlasting proof = 
that this is easy for a first-class mind; he began as a mineralogist 
nd erystallographer and became perhaps the first biologist of his 

ime, 

Unfortunately really first-class men are few and these 

fey it is often imrossible to divert from their chosen field of 
‘esearch, It is therefore of the utmost importance not merely 
Yor the sake of better land utilization but for the advancement of 

“11 seience to multiply the number of first-class men in science. 

his can only be done by creating favorable conditions for their 

“hergence, A society must be developed which is appreciative of 

Scientific research, which honors great scientists, and furnishes 

® livelihood for large numbers of scientists of all‘sorts, Most 

or these, to be sure, ere likely to be mediocrities, but by encour 

[ting the existence of a large number, one increases enormously the 

Probability that among them will be a few geniuses. 

To my mind, perhaps the most telling argument for 

Universal education is that it increases the number of those from 
“nong whom the leaders in all fields of intellectual endeavor may 

© recruited. Universal educetion therefore multiplies enormously 

ho probebility that in any given society the number of first-class 

Minds available for intellectual ectivities will be lerge, and that 

Cw men cf genius will remain submerged, 

And so, about all one can do to stimulate the solution 

°f problems requiring new and novel ideas is to create favorable 

Conditions for wesearch in general, to train lerge numbers of 

investigators, and to make careers for them possible in the expectation 

that amons them will appear a few first-class minds and an occasional 

  
 



  

Xn of genius. - If we have many people supported in research directly 

* indirectly of importance to the field of land utilization, we have 

‘ne all that is possible. ‘We can only hope and trust that among 

8m there will be at least a few original minds, 

to It is, however, not enough to create conditions favorable 

the emergence of original minds. One must pursue toward them a 

tiey of laissez fuire; let them elone. I fear it is in this respect 

hee fmerican govermment administrators and university presidents sin.) 

bis natural for such officials to systematize administration, for 

Jstem makes administretion casier, reduces it to a routine and les- 

wes the amount of intelligence required. And so we see in govern- 

tet 28 well asin universities the trend to organize in large admin- 
retive units. Organization reduces the freedom of the individual, 

“ads to suppress individuality, and therefore to hamper the first- 
tore een and the genius by crowding him into the mold that fits the 

Be. 

  

Ure As everyone knows, first-class minds and geniuses are often 
the teult persoualitics, Their own work means so ruch to them that 
ty» 2re impaticnt of restrceint, résent direction, will not conform 

Ted tape, end are therefore often poor cooperators, The large unit 
me cettont for cooperation, but it is bad for the genius, If he 
bot ees in becoming its director, he vastes his gifts in tasks of 
tty administration. I fear, therefore, thet in our American univer- 
‘ties we hanaper the development of first-class minds because we in- 
ot on making them members of large departments. There is little 

tone for this in universities, since ccoperative research is not 

Ortant there. The presence of more than cne first-class mind in 
thay or taent very eccmmonly leads to personnel difficulties with all 

is therein implied. It would often be better to have several 
Nal dep:rtments in a given field than one large one. Of course, 

18 woulda put additional work on the university president, for he 
Wd heve to deal with a gcod many more individuals instead of 

“th a few department heads or a dean or two, Also, it would probably 
* Somewhat more expensive to maintain two or three small, independent 
“oratories than te maintain one large one, Hcewever, the university 

| such a policy weuld find it easier to hold its brillient young 
“lor to call brilliant young men to it from elsewhere, 

Wo 

Sens In the government services, in which resources are infinitely 
time then in universities, the problem might be handled much more 

new? though in fact it rarely is. It is comparatively easy, as I 
mm from my own expericnce, to give the brilliant, queer genius his 

tint tte independent budget, and his om laboratcry and personel 
“lstants. However, this is very rarely dcne, more rarely than in 

, Wersities, sc that the government usually loses the brilliant men 

the universities. Comicnly, in the government service, acivance- 
ome is only by way of administration. ‘The brillicnt man has there- 

in ys e° chcose between remaining in @ minor position and continuing 

y is research, gccing te a university, cr becoming an acministrator. 
have a mania in America for charting an organizaticn. A bureau   
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* bhi oh a number of brilliant men are allowed to work independently doesn't 

op t well. Its organization chart shows a few large divisions in charge 

"i ‘vision chiefs who are responsible to the chief of Bureau, and super- 

ye, COOPerative, routine, or applied research, [In addition, the chart 
ty &@ few little excrescences, each representing a brilliant individual 

he hot part of the general organization, and who reports directly to 

gn eet of Bureau. Since the chief of Bureau 1S a very busy man , this 

tes that the independent worker is nearly as free as a university pro- 

Jays eP> for he need consult the chief of Bureau only in matters of general 

| Nod * Ke has not immediately over him an officious administrator, with 

Jet Re must have constant contacts. It is this sort of organization I had 
“At I was chief of the Bureau of Chemistry. I was much criticised and had 

‘trugele constantly to protect the more original minds in the Bureau. 

Uns Let us now turn to our second category of problems, those re- 

“ing no new and original ideas for their solution. These problems may — 
" ta general character dealing with general principles of land utilization 
ty, may be specific dealing with the best manner of utilizing a given 1 

».' In either case these kinds of research may be organized cooperatively 
Wocratically. 

1 A cooperative organization would consist of a group of independent 
iy Mi ~independent investigators in a number of fields, for example, soil 

Jy ttists, bacteriologists, agronomists, agricultural economists, perhaps 

|g SRSineers and political scientists, Such a group would constitute 
ly ot a planning committee to analyze the specific land-use problem under 

|) “Stigation, and to divide it into a series of discrete parts, which would 
- iy oegned for exploration to several members of the group. Each person 

‘| tgp Dis group of assistants and associates would begin the investigation 
" fed to him, there would be frequent meetings of the group with reports 

‘| ty, “C8ress and much discussion of objectives and interpretation, with from 

Nyy °° time publication of results in specific fields. Such an organization 

Lay be successful if the leader of the group is wise and the individual 
| yeets tolerant, Such a combination, however, is exceedingly rare. Even 
tly Occurs, it does not often hold together, for scientists are always 
bore at the goose and hitting the gander. An investigator begins on one 

teen and in the course of his work encounters unexpected phenomena, the 

ration of which may not be significant for his problem. Usually, he 

hing ® an untrained bird dog who, instead of sticking to the scent of the 
‘abby Cannot resist the temptation to leave it to follow the scent of a 
Nene? fox, or skunk that happens to have crossed the bird's trail, How- | 
na’ the cooperative type of organization is the one into “hich the original 

hes Benius most casily fits. It is the best way of utilizing for a 
hg, ote purpose these rere workers when one is fortunate enough to have 

Available, 

Nga: Usually it happens in cooperative research of the type under dis- 
they tn that some of the cooperators allow themselves to be diverted from 
fr,., original objective, either completely or else they give to it only «4 

i, “'On of their efforts. Naturally, the solution of the original problem 

her delayed or never found, This outcome is avoided by the autocratic 
Sit   
 



  

hoa of organizing research. In it, the responsibility for the problem 

pieced upon a single, able, broadly-trcained individusl, snd he is given 

mMeens with which to employ a staff in ail the fields necessary. In 

sett 2tion with his staff, he outlines the plan of research and the staff 

r the conditions of their employment cre reauired to concentrate upon 

Specific portions of the problem assigned to them. They are not allowed 

he C diverted to secondary issues, no matter how interesting snd important 

“Se may seem. This is the method of the great industrial researecn Labora- 

Mes, It gets specific results. If the autocrat in charge of the work 

®& first-class mind or is aman of genius, the results are bound to be 
portant and valuable. If he is not, the results may look more imposing 

“I they ere, 
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iy The cooperative method, on the other hand, may not solve the ori- 

mu problem set, but there sre bound to be some results of considerable 

ie 2nd perhaps many. This is recognized by some industrial ioboratories, 

be» Side by side with the autcoeratic organization you sometimes. find inde- 

‘ workers who zre merely expected to keep in the foreground of their 

S problems of the industry, and who consern themselves in their research 

a with Sts genoreal field. We thus fund in the laboratory of the General 

ert Company, s Lengmuir and 2 Coolidge, who have tne widest liberty in pe 

’ research in the general field of the electriss! industry and who do 

eat deal of pure research. It is the experience of this company that - 

ue Braction? by-produzts of such free and independent research cmply repay 

Stree any for the cost of maintaining able men in research without specific 

ictions. 

t 

the 

For research into general principles of itand utilization the ccop- 

se method is probably to be preferred - 2t any rate it is the only 

fd possible in most of cur universities. It may not le.d to the soluticn 

\ " Sbeei Pin problems, but it is almost certain to produce results of value 

i tvancing the knowledge of land utilization in general, [It is better to 

en © ennder when you aim at the goose then to miss both the goose and the 

thee If the men in the cooperating group are «ble, if the lecdership of 

Youpy oP is wise end tolerant, if consultations ond conferences sre frequent 

ny 48h, the subject will be ndavenced, though perhaps not in the direction 

he way originelly intended. 

Pye For investigctions into the best way of utilizing the land in any 

ey Ten, I texve no hesit=tion in taking the position that the autocratic 

\Yp ‘d is the best, Fere you have 2 very definite and very specific object- 

oe eonsequence, it is possible to have effective lendership, thut is 

toe Lelent catooret, without requiring « genius for «: leader. It is not 

up eety to hive sny nev original idecs, though this is desirable. It is 

ty tent bo know the techniques, the points of vicw, the objectives of 

‘king lnnd-utilization investigations. The problem cun be solved by 

Ing out 2 capable, sdeountely-triined lesder, who in turn will pick out 

Ss ff suited to the purposs, Fs: vill employ soil scientists, agronomists, 

ny Ping experts, economists, ind others as the cuse dem nds. To these he 

tig etve instruztions “nd definite .ssignments, «nd he will see that they 

th ‘to their instructions snd complute their tasks, In the end, he will 

Ig, ee synthesis of their results, and viil give practic.l «nswer to 

lenl problem.   
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Such -n org:nization is impossible in & university with 1% 

“ditions of .ccdemic freedom and pure resuarch. Professors, assistint 
féssors, even instructors ecnnnot be assigned tcsks ind held to them. 
Wiversities irc to xtteck specific practical problems by the sutoerstic 
ho Od, it is necess:rv to assumble . speci:l staff recruited from outside 

© faculty ranks. This kas in fact been done by some of them in seper..te 
SSareh institutes. The autocratic type of org: niz:tion might be cmployed 

“ericultura 1 expcrimcnt stritions more often «nd more sueeessfully thon 

‘te if the ststions were rendy to rudmit thot they need an org.nization 
Srent from the agricultural college. For teaching purposes it is pro- 

to dividc the ficld of knowledge by sciences; for the solution of 
tier] problems it is best to orgsniae function.lly eround problems; 
this is the essence of the autocratic method. 
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tha I esn perhaps conclude in no more effective way then to state 
Mt this is “the conclusion renched for the Fedcer.:1 Serviszes by a committee 

Pointed in 1903 by President Theodore Roosevelt consisting of Dr. Charles 

‘Tilcott, Brigndier-Gener-1 Willinm Crozier, Rear Admirsl Francis T. 
“hes | Gifford Pinchot, and Jemes R. Gearficld. The report of this com- 
Stee contains the following passige: 

"Tts (the committects) conclusions re based upon the theorty, 

ts Gppeers to be sust.ined by the frcts, tht Government scientific 
€ should be organized upon such : basis "the .t the administrative unit 

aka compriss :ll the clemcnts necessary for the spoiution of a distinct a 
,cubitic problem, or ~ group of closely related problems, the investi- 
wt0n of which is for the peopic in gener 1. For example, whatever 
ences ond srts may be required for the investigition of the dise.ses of 

tle should be employed in the v.rious specicl lines which modern science 

*® assumed, under the direction of the Chief of the Burcu of Animal 

“Ustry, This thcory, presumes, on the other hand, that the individusl 
‘enees and arts should not be segregzted in thse separate buresus ind 

lees, unless thers exists such 2 large item or group of items in which 
“Singve braner of science or art predominates .s to render such seperution 

. Otter of distinct cconomy.' 

  
 


